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Objective/Learning Target:  
I can explain what reproduction is and the difference 

between asexual and sexual reproduction.



What do you already know 
about reproduction? Write 
the numbers of the 
statements you think apply 
to the picture.

 

Ready, Set, Let’s Begin



 

Now we will watch a video. As you watch, think about the statements 
from the previous slide.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcGDUcGjcyk


Do any of your original answers 
change?

 

Let’s look at those 
statements again. 



The statements you should have chosen are numbers:
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 15

 

How did you do?



Copy the notes seen below:

 

But, what does this all mean?

Two Main Types of REPRODUCTION

Asexual Reproduction Sexual Reproduction



As you watch the video, complete your notes.

 

Khan Academy Video

But, what does this all mean?

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-reproduction-and-cell-division/hs-types-of-reproduction/v/asexual-and-sexual-reproduction


 

How did you do?

Two Main Types of REPRODUCTION

Asexual Reproduction Sexual Reproduction
Binary Fission - prokaryotes, genetically 
identical, “Clones”

Mitosis - eukaryotes

Budding
Fragmentation (example- starfish)
Parthenogenesis (from an unfertilized 
egg)

Gametes carry ½ the genetic information
Egg + Sperm = offspring

More variation in offspring



Review of video with vocabulary and common misconceptions

When you are done reviewing, test your learning on the next 
link.

Test your learning

 

Review the notes found on the first link

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-reproduction-and-cell-division/hs-types-of-reproduction/a/hs-types-of-reproduction-review
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-reproduction-and-cell-division/hs-types-of-reproduction/e/types-of-reproduction


Watch the video and answer the questions below.

The Red Queen

1. What is the difference between the two species of minnows?
2. Which species tends to get the parasite more?
3. How are the sexually reproducing minnows able to evolve 

defenses to avoid the parasite?

Here is some additional practice with Reproduction

https://www.montgomery.k12.ky.us/userfiles/2074/Classes/40112/asexual%20vs%20sexual%20reproduction%20powerpoint.pdf?id=498902


Watch the video and answer the questions below.

The Red Queen

1. What is the difference between the two species of minnows?one is asexually 
reproducing while the second is sexually reproducing

2. Which species tends to get the parasite more? The asexually reproducing 
minnows get the parasite more.

3. How are the sexually reproducing minnows able to evolve defenses to avoid 
the parasite? The sexually reproducing minnows are all unique genetically due 
to the variation among the offspring. This variation challenges competitors, 
disease pathogens, etc. 

Here is some additional practice with Reproduction

https://www.montgomery.k12.ky.us/userfiles/2074/Classes/40112/asexual%20vs%20sexual%20reproduction%20powerpoint.pdf?id=498902


More notes

Fact sheet with questions

Fact sheet answers

Here are some additional resources for learning.

https://www.montgomery.k12.ky.us/userfiles/2074/Classes/40112/asexual%20vs%20sexual%20reproduction%20powerpoint.pdf?id=498902
http://www.westerville.k12.oh.us/userfiles/4217/classes/7046/sexualasexualfactsheet.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H0iCxfllQM6b3Tm6u92OhJt0IoCAyeNJ/view?usp=sharing

